
“Academic Scavenger Hunt” Option 
Courtesy of Phyliss Shey (pshey@utk.edu, 2012) 
 

Student Learning Outcomes: 
1. Students will explore campus academic resource websites, 
2. Students will know the types of academic resources available on campus, 
3. Students will be able to locate the various campus academic resources on a map (or in person if you 
wish them to actually visit). Note that as of July the SSC has not moved to Greve yet and is still located at 
812 Volunteer Blvd.  
 
The lesson consists of:  
1. Visiting resource websites to learn about the offerings available,  
2. Completing a fill-in-the-blank assignment,  
3. Completing a crossword puzzle using the words from the fill-in-the-blank, 
4. Locating each resource on a campus map. 
5. Discussing results in class!  

 
Materials needed (attached): 
1. Student version of the fill-in-the-blank that includes the links to the websites of the resources, 
2. Instructor version (includes the answers highlighted), 
3. The crossword puzzle that includes a word list of the answers, 
4. PDF of campus map. 
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First-Year Studies 101 
Academic Puzzle 

http://studentsuccess.utk.edu 

http://www.math.utk.edu/ 

http://career.utk.edu 

http://writingcenter.utk.edu 

http://multicultural.utk.edu 

http://www.utk.edu/advising/  

Miguel went home after orientation very excited about his future at UT. He registered for the courses he 
would take by logging into ___22____. During July, Miguel conducted some research by reviewing UT’s 
online ___10      ___ 20__ because he was a little unsure about his choice of major. Miguel found the 
major guides on the A-Z index on UT’s website.He knew he could reach his ___2 __  __11__via email 
before he arrived on campus in August. His advisor referred him to the __24__   __28__ website where 
Miguel learned about the ways they could help him. Miguel’s plan is to take the __6 _  __1__  _ 15__ 
and then schedule a meeting with a career _14__ once he is on campus. 

Asha has always been confident of her academic abilities. She has been on the honor roll many times 
and expects to do well in college. Asha’s older brother just graduated from UT. His advice to Asha was 
for her to meet with an academic coach at the _17_  _ 3 _  _23 _early in the fall semester. Asha 
scheduled an appointment with an academic coach during September. Asha brought all of her course 
_21_ with her so that together they could map out a semester _19_ of assignment due dates. Asha also 
developed a weekly study _26_ with her academic coach who also gave her some great tips on time 
management and test preparation 

Brianna is taking Chemistry 120 in fall. Early in the semester, her quiz grades are good, but her first exam 
results worry her a little. She earned a B- on her first exam. She decides to attend one of the _25   _16_ 
sessions she has heard about in class. Brianna learns that SI sessions are designed to get students 
working together to develop strategies to master course content, review material, and prepare for 
quizzes and tests.  She discovers that by attending SI sessions regularly, by her second exam she has 
earned an A. 

Sang Min is taking Math 141, Calculus I, in fall. He is doing well in the class and enjoys it. Once in a while, 
he gets stuck on a problem, so Sang Min makes sure to visit the _7_   _8_   _18_ located in _27 _  _30 to 
get help on specific problems. All Sang Min has to do is bring his questions about the problem and the 
staff will work with him on his questions. 

Jasmine took Spanish in high school but it has been over a year since she last spoke it. Jasmine decides 
that she will request a tutor from the services offered by the Office of _13_ Student Life early in the 
semester. She doesn’t want to wait until mid-terms when she knows the demand will be high for _5_. 
Jasmine meets with her tutor once a week at the Black Cultural Center, located on Melrose Avenue 
across from Hess Hall. 

Wicasa has his first research paper assignment. He is fairly familiar with _4 _  _29_ and the resources 
there. Wicasa just wants to be sure he is _9 _are correctly formatted and wants someone to review his 
paper for grammar and punctuation. He visits the _12_ Center online to get hours and is excited to know 
they have two locations, one in Hodges Library and one in Humanities & Social Science (HSS).  

http://studentsuccess.utk.edu/
http://www.math.utk.edu/
http://career.utk.edu/
http://writingcenter.utk.edu/
http://multicultural.utk.edu/
http://www.utk.edu/advising/
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First-Year Studies 101 
Academic Puzzle 

INSTRUCTOR VERSION 
 

Miguel went home after orientation very excited about his future at UT. He registered for the courses he 
would take by logging into MyUTK . During July, Miguel conducted some research by reviewing UT’s 
online major guides because he was a little unsure about his choice of major. Miguel found the major 
guides on the A-Z index on UT’s website.He knew he could reach his academic advisor via email before 
he arrived on campus in August. His advisor referred him to the Career Services website where Miguel 
learned about the ways they could help him. Miguel’s plan is to take the Strong Interest Inventory and 
then schedule a meeting with a career counselor once he is on campus. 

Asha has always been confident of her academic abilities. She has been on the honor roll many times 
and expects to do well in college. Asha’s older brother just graduated from UT. His advice to Asha was 
for her to meet with an academic coach at the Student Success Center early in the fall semester. Asha 
scheduled an appointment with an academic coach during September. Asha brought all of her course 
syllabi with her so that together they could map out a semester calendar of assignment due dates. Asha 
also developed a weekly study schedule with her academic coach who also gave her some great tips on 
time management and test preparation 

Brianna is taking Chemistry 120 in fall. Early in the semester, her quiz grades are good, but her first exam 
results worry her a little. She earned a B- on her first exam. She decides to attend one of the 
Supplemental Instruction sessions she has heard about in class. Brianna learns that SI sessions are 
designed to get students working together to develop strategies to master course content, review 
material, and prepare for quizzes and tests.  She discovers that by attending SI sessions regularly, by her 
second exam she has earned an A. 

Sang Min is taking Math 141, Calculus I, in fall. He is doing well in the class and enjoys it. Once in a while, 
he gets stuck on a problem, so Sang Min makes sure to visit the Math Tutorial Lab located in Ayres Hall 
to get help on specific problems. All Sang Min has to do is bring his questions about the problem and the 
staff will work with him on his questions. 

Jasmine took Spanish in high school but it has been over a year since she last spoke it. Jasmine decides 
that she will request a tutor from the services offered by the Office of Multicultural Student Life early in 
the semester. She doesn’t want to wait until mid-terms when she knows the demand will be high for 
tutors. Jasmine meets with her tutor once a week at the Black Cultural Center, located on Melrose 
Avenue across from Hess Hall. 

Wicasa has his first research paper assignment. He is fairly familiar with Hodges Library and the 
resources there. Wicasa just wants to be sure his citations are correctly formatted and wants someone 
to review his paper for grammar and punctuation. He visits the Writing Center online to get hours and is 
excited to know they have two locations, one in Hodges Library and one in Humanities & Social Science 
(HSS).  
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